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Life isn’t promised, love isn’t easy, and relationships aren’t always clean, but everyone has their
soulmate who is willing to forgive when it would be better to forget.

Trevor “Tank” Trumbolt

I never thought in the blink of an eye my life could change, but it did. Cresting a hill driving to my favorite
fishing spot, I was hit head-on by a teenager with no regard for anyone’s life but his own.

The recovery process has been hard, painful, and damn near beating me down.

The bright spot? Blaze.

Surviving the wreck has given me a second chance to make a life with her. Not knowing if I’ll ever be able
to rejoin the Moonshine Task Force again has brought my world into focus. It’s made me realize what’s
important.

Blaze. Stella. My brothers. My sister.

The ego that ran Blaze away before isn’t here any longer. What’s left is a man who’s holding his heart in his
hands and a burning hope that once I’m healed she’ll still be around.

Daphne “Blaze” Coleman

There’s only been one person in the world who’s accepted me for who I am - from the fiery red of my hair
and vibrant tattoos covering parts of my body to the smartness of my mouth and my desire to be matched in
the bedroom.

That man is Trevor Trumbolt. When he asked me to give up my job as an EMT because he saw the dangers I
face one scary afternoon, it spelled the end for us.

Now that he’s been injured, he needs my help and my love. I’ll give it all freely, but in the end I’m gonna
need him to understand one thing about relationships. The give and take, love and sadness, pleasure and pain
is a two-way street. He’s either in this with me or he’s not, but at the end of the day, I won’t let him boss me
around.

If there’s anything that can handle the steel of a tank – it’s the heat of a blaze.
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From Reader Review Tank for online ebook

i fall in love book blog says

3.5 Stars

I really wanted to be blown away by this second installment of the Moonshine Task Force. The relationship
between Blaze and Tank was teased throughout Renegade, and I was SO EXCITED for it. Blaze especially,
sounded like my kind of girl. It didn't quite live up to my expectations, but I was engaged enough that I still
want to find out what happens in the "Strather" storyline.

I'm not a huge fan of angst, and part of why I like Laramie Briscoe is that her books aren't about that. You
don't feel like something was added to the story just to cause problems. The relationships feel like they
progress naturally, and without stupidity.

The next book, Havoc, has also been teased since Renegade. The dynamic of Havoc & Leighton sounds
adorable, and I'm excited to see how their romance plays out. I'm sure we'll get a lot more detail on the
"Strather" storyline, and I'm ready to find out more about that.

I received an advance reader copy of this book that I have chosen to review.

Suzi (Obsessive Reading Disorder) says

This is a the second book in the Moonshine Task Force series. This one follows Tank and picks up right at
the end of the previous story. This is sort of a second chance romance, although in their hearts, I don't think
Tank and Blaze were ever apart---just taking a breather for awhile.

Heart wrenching life events often force us to look at what is important. Petty fights drop way off. Despite the
circumstance, I appreciated Blaze supporting Tank through his recovery while still holding true to who she
was. It takes a bit for the rocks to get knocked out of Tank's head but he has always known Blaze was the
one for him. When he finally gets himself sorted, she is still there, willing to be by his side. I think overall,
Blaze was the more interesting character in the story.

Great writing once again by this author. Wonderful set up for the next book! That one looks like it will be
interesting.

*Complimentary copy provided for an honest review.

Sabrina says

NOW LIVE!
Amazon * Barnes & Noble



Sigh. Another one I'm not sure about.

I was really excited to get Tank's story after finishing Renegade but sadly I think I got my expectations too
high. This second chance romance was well written and had some very intriguing parts to it, but the
connection between Tank and Blaze just didn't work for me.

Blaze and Tank had dated before the events of this story but broke up when Blaze was put in danger because
of her job and Tank wanted her to quit. Not one to let a man dictate her life, Blaze left. But when Tank is in
an accident she realizes that life is too short to give up on love and she tells Tank she wants to try and make
their relationship work.

So first let me say that this book did have many parts where I was liking the story and characters. Blaze and
Tank had a pretty strong relationship and it was hard to not admire two people in tough jobs making it in life
together. Tank was having a hard time after his accident but Blaze was always there for them and I really
liked seeing that.

My issues came from the fact that I felt like we were dropped in the middle of their relationship. I'm not a
huge fan of second chance romance and this book was exactly why I used to avoid them. I kept hoping that
more would be revealed about their past so we could see a true chemistry between them, but that never
happened. Even personal information about Blaze seemed to be glanced over as if we were supposed to
already know all about her character. I just didn't like feeling so lost in their relationship and it made some of
the reading a little meh for me.

Overall, I did like some of this story and I will certainly be reading more from this series. Despite my issues
with the story I would recommend it for anyone that likes a second chance romance with two strong
characters.
ARC kindly provided in exchange for an honest review.

Melyssa Winchester says

Title: Tank
Author: Laramie Briscoe
Genre:Contemporary Romance
Series or Standalone:Standalone Series (Moonshine Task Force #2)
Rating: ★★★★

I have to say, there was a lot about Tank that I enjoyed with the first book in this series   Renegade . He was
a supportive big brother. He was a protector of his community and he was a military man which means he
was tops in terms of protecting his country. There wasn’t much about him I didn’t love (aside from his initial
reaction to Renegade and his sister), so it was a no-brainer that I wanted to dive straight into his story so I
could see him get what I did believe he richly deserved.



And get it he does, and with a spitfire named Blaze.

Now there’s history alluded to between Blaze and Tank long before we even get into their story, and a little
bit more told about their time before the present in this one. I just wish there was more showing of it. That’s
not to say that a major event in their history wasn’t shown here as the story takes place, because it was, and
very well done I might add, but I wanted more in order to deepen the connection for me to them like I was
with the previous couple.

I did connect mind you, and just like the first story, their backgrounds are quite relatable. I really found
myself feeling for Blaze when she finally opens up about her reason for doing the job she’s in and what she
lived through. My eyes even misted listening to it because again, it’s something that could affect you, affect
me, basically affect anyone. I even understood Tank and his desire to get back to work after the accident he
lived through. Needing to do what he honestly was born to, it was impossible not to relate. I can only
imagine the struggle to come back from something like that.

These two were just as steamy as the couple in the previous book, but not in a way that I think was over the
top. It worked well for them.

In the end, I got pretty much everything I would have wanted from this second book in the series and I’m so
glad that I got to be a part of Tank and Blaze’s journey to happily ever after.

My thanks to the author and all others involved in letting me read this before the official release. I can’t wait
to see what comes next from this author and the series!

Renee says

I received a copy of this book in exchange for an honest review for Stephanie's Book Reports.

Tank is the second book in Laramie Briscoe's Moonshine Task Force Series. You do however need to read
Renegade before you read Tank.

Trevor "Tank" Trumbolt life changed in the blink of an eye. A terrible accident and his recovery is hard,
painful and darn near beating him down. His bright spot in all this is Blaze. Surviving the wreck has given
Tank a second chance to make a life with her. He doesn't even know if he will be able to join the Moonshine
Task Force ever again and has brought his world into focus. It has made him realize what is important.
Blaze. Stella. His brothers. His sister. His ego ran Blaze away before but that is gone. What is left is a man
holding his heart in his hands and a burning hop that once he is healed Blaze will still be around.

Get ready for the ride of two extremely stubborn people. I don't think I have ever seen two characters as
stubborn as Blaze and Tank. They butt heads all the time and can never ever seem to compromise. Then
Tank's accident happens. But Blaze is holding on to one incredibly big secret. To tell him she must trust
Tank completely. It could change everything or it could pull her out of the darkness she has been living in for
so long. These two will absolutely drive you up a wall and back down again but the ride is so worth it in the
end. This book is amazing and I loved every second I spent with Tank and Blaze.



Karin says

I absolutely loved Tank!!! This is the second book in the series and I practically devoured it from the start.
I'm a huge a huge fan of Laramies writing, she has a way of sucking you in from the first page and keeps you
engaged until the very last.

I loved Tank in the first book and was so happy we got to continue reading his story. We got a glimpse of
Tank and Blaze in book 1 but, when Tank had a accident Blaze is his guardian angel and together there
forced to discuss and evaluate everything they've been avoiding for a long time.

Even though this is a standalone I recommend starting with book 1, Renegade, cause if they the books
intertwine.

I voluntarily reviewed a advanced readers copy of this book

Sandie - Books and Tequila Book Blog says

Tank is the second book in Laramie Briscoe’s Moonshine Task Force series. First of all I suggest that you
make sure to read Renegade first since they two are interconnected in their storylines.
This is a second chance romance between Tank and Blaze. We didn’t experience the beginning of their
relationship, as this took place before the events of Renegade, but we know that Tank wanted Blaze to quit
her job due to the dangers she is subjected to, which is why they broke up. Tank picks up right at the end of
Renegade, and therefore the reader gets to jump straight into their undefined relationship.
What I really liked about this book, was the fact that we get to experience a relationship between two people
who hold dangerous jobs, and even though these jobs are the foundation if their issues, they are both willing
to fight for their relationship. Blaze is really the hero of this story. She is strong, willful, stubborn and but
most of all, she stays to fights for what she wants, when Tank is pushing her away. Despite his behavior, he
really is a sweetheart underneath his alpha personality, where he accepts Blaze for who she is, which is
something she isn’t used to.

Ms. Briscoe once again delivers a well-written romance with great characters, who seems more realistic,
with their desire to fight and accept each other. This book doesn’t have any unnecessary drama, which is an
added bonus. All the while she keeps building up the overall arc of the series, which continuously keeps me
at the edge of my seat. Tank is another great installment to this series and a solid 4.5 star read.

Guilty Pleasures Book Reviews says

Laramie Briscoe offers up a second chance love story in Tank, the second book in her Moonshine Task Force
series. Months apart after a serious conversation gone wrong, two stubborn people are forced with a life and
death situation that brings them back together. Seeing each other at their worst once again makes them both
take a hard look at their lives and make a decision to take the second chance they’ve been given and work on



repairing their fragile relationship. Intense and emotional but not overly angst filled, Tank is two people
thankful for the second chance they got and determined to find the happiness they both deserve.

As and EMT Daphne “Blaze” Coleman is use to responding to accidents and seeing victims in bad shape, but
that didn’t prepare her for seeing her estranged boyfriend Trevor “Tank” Trumbolt battered, bruised and
bleeding following a traffic accident. Knowing she must do her best to keep him alive until the med-vac team
can get him, Blaze puts aside her feelings and does just that even though it brings memories of her past to the
forefront. As Tank recovers Blaze is there every step of the way, but they still haven’t addressed what broke
them apart before the accident and figuring it out might be harder than they both realize.

In the first book of this series, we got a hint at something going on between Blaze and Tank which comes
into full focus almost immediately in this book. I appreciated that Blaze and Tank had both come to the
realization that they wanted to reconnect and that given the seriousness of Tank’s accident that Blaze was
determined to help him recuperate fully and put their difference aside to help him do it. I like that they both
realized how lucky they were to get a second chance and they were determined not to squander it even if that
meant putting their differences aside for a while. There was no doubt the connection between them and while
I’m not a fan of flashbacks, I would have like to see more of their time together before the accident as I felt
like I was missing a big part of who they were as a couple. Don’t get me wrong, they both felt blessed to
have a chance to repair their relationship, watching them together it was easy to see the affection and love
between them, but I feel like I missed some critical moments early that would have made it easier to
understand their connection.

There were many heartfelt, sweet, sexy, and touching moments in Tank making it an exciting and very
enjoyable romance.

Review copy provided for a voluntary review.

Beth says

Book Review
Title: Tank
Series: Moonshine Task Force #2
Author: Laramie Briscoe
Genre: Contemporary Romance
Publication Date: June 2, 2017
4 Stars
*This story is for mature audiences only. Contains explicit scenes and language intended for adults 18+
Synopsis:
Life isn’t promised, love isn’t easy, and relationships aren’t always clean, but everyone has their soulmate
who is willing to forgive when it would be better to forget.

Trevor “Tank” Trumbolt

I never thought in the blink of an eye my life could change, but it did. Cresting a hill driving to my favorite
fishing spot, I was hit head-on by a teenager with no regard for anyone’s life but his own.

The recovery process has been hard, painful, and damn near beating me down.



The bright spot? Blaze.

Surviving the wreck has given me a second chance to make a life with her. Not knowing if I’ll ever be able
to rejoin the Moonshine Task Force again has brought my world into focus. It’s made me realize what’s
important.

Blaze. Stella. My brothers. My sister.

The ego that ran Blaze away before isn’t here any longer. What’s left is a man who’s holding his heart in his
hands and a burning hope that once I’m healed she’ll still be around.

Daphne “Blaze” Coleman

There’s only been one person in the world who’s accepted me for who I am - from the fiery red of my hair
and vibrant tattoos covering parts of my body to the smartness of my mouth and my desire to be matched in
the bedroom.

That man is Trevor Trumbolt. When he asked me to give up my job as an EMT because he saw the dangers I
face one scary afternoon, it spelled the end for us.

Now that he’s been injured, he needs my help and my love. I’ll give it all freely, but in the end I’m gonna
need him to understand one thing about relationships. The give and take, love and sadness, pleasure and pain
is a two-way street. He’s either in this with me or he’s not, but at the end of the day, I won’t let him boss me
around.

If there’s anything that can handle the steel of a tank – it’s the heat of a blaze.

My Thoughts:
This is the second book in the Moonshine Task Force series and it doesn’t disappoint. I love second chance
romance and the author does a great job providing a great story with just enough fun banter, sexy times,
emotional situations and great feels.

Tank and Blaze are thrown into a situation that they will never forget. They had broken up six months ago
over words that should never have been spoken and were deeply regretted when Tanks life was hanging in
the balance. Blaze was on duty the day Tank was in a car accident and she can vividly remember it all and
she is so thankful that she has the chance to give the relationship another try. Tank has no memory of the
accident, but he is in for the long haul to get back to his former health and to get back the love of the woman
that he knows is the love of his life.

This book takes you on the journey of a deep love that Tank and Blaze have for each other and the genuine
want to repair the damage they did to their relationship. They are both stubborn and have tempers. They
know they need to work through their differences on how the relationship moves forward. Blaze was Tank’s
caregiver during his recovery and it was the best thing for them. They learned that there can be no holding
back on their feelings and there can be no secrets between them. Their chemistry is smoking hot and they are
so good together.

I loved Tank and Blaze’s story and I can’t wait for more.

ARC kindly provided by the Give Me Books for an honest review.



Alex ? says

Sweet touching love story.

Likable MCs, different trope of conflict.

Young, stubborn, but lovely ?

MJ's Book Blog and Reviews says

Review by: Melanie
(4 stars)

At the end of book one: Renegade, we saw Tank/Trevor in a bad car crash. Blaze, the woman he was in love
with but had also broken up with, was the paramedic who caught the call to attend to him. This story deals
with the aftermath of the accident and whether Trevor will ever be able to return to his job as a police officer
after what happened to him, and whether Trevor and Blaze will be able to try again with each other.

This was a good, drama filled book and we got a little back story into what happened between the pair to
cause them to break up in the first place. I would have liked a little more action I think, considering this
series is about the task force members, I personally would have liked some police action. I really liked the
chemistry between Blaze and Trevor though, and the next couple to get a book were set up nicely.

Overall, I enjoyed Tank, it was a nice story with some good sexy times, but I wanted just a little more from it
I think. I’m going to give Tank 4 stars.

Susan (susayq ~) says

I am loving this series! Tank and Blaze had a lot to work through, but they knew they could do it because
they knew what was at stake.

I'm dying for the next book! Come on August!

Coco.V says

? FREE on Amazon today (3/7/2018)!?

Blurb:
Life isn’t promised, love isn’t easy, and relationships aren’t always clean, but everyone has their soulmate
who is willing to forgive when it would be better to forget.



Trevor “Tank” Trumbolt

I never thought in the blink of an eye my life could change, but it did. Cresting a hill driving to my favorite
fishing spot, I was hit head-on by a teenager with no regard for anyone’s life but his own.

The recovery process has been hard, painful, and damn near beating me down.

The bright spot? Blaze.

Surviving the wreck has given me a second chance to make a life with her. Not knowing if I’ll ever be able
to rejoin the Moonshine Task Force again has brought my world into focus. It’s made me realize what’s
important.

Blaze. Stella. My brothers. My sister.

The ego that ran Blaze away before isn’t here any longer. What’s left is a man who’s holding his heart in his
hands and a burning hope that once I’m healed she’ll still be around.

Daphne “Blaze” Coleman

There’s only been one person in the world who’s accepted me for who I am - from the fiery red of my hair
and vibrant tattoos covering parts of my body to the smartness of my mouth and my desire to be matched in
the bedroom.

That man is Trevor Trumbolt. When he asked me to give up my job as an EMT because he saw the dangers I
face one scary afternoon, it spelled the end for us.

Now that he’s been injured, he needs my help and my love. I’ll give it all freely, but in the end I’m gonna
need him to understand one thing about relationships. The give and take, love and sadness, pleasure and pain
is a two-way street. He’s either in this with me or he’s not, but at the end of the day, I won’t let him boss me
around.

If there’s anything that can handle the steel of a tank – it’s the heat of a blaze.

Laramie Briscoe says

Tank is Live!!!!!!

Amazon: http://kindlel.ink/TANK
Amazon AU: http://kindlel.ink/TANKAU
Amazon CA: http://kindlel.ink/TANKCA
Amazon UK: http://kindlel.ink/TANKUK
B&N: http://nookl.ink/TANKBN
Google Play: http://googlel.ink/TANKGP
iBooks: http://ibooksl.ink/tank
Kobo: http://kobol.ink/TANK



Ann Lou says

When I first read about Tank and Blaze in the previous book. I couldn't wait to read their story. We were
given hints about their relationship in the first book and maybe I expected too much that I ended up just
liking it. And if I have to be honest about it, I love Renegade more than Tank. He is more mature.

And I am getting a star off because Tank went on dates with other women while they were separated to make
her jealous. Nothing happened with these women, though. Just not cool for me.


